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coreldraw graphics suite x6.5 update 2 will update the initial release
of coreldraw graphics suite x6 update 4 release from 16.5.0.1289 to
17.1291. the new version includes enhancements to the draw tool,
which was included in the coreldraw graphics suite x6.5 as well as a

fix for the “rotate” feature of the transform tool, which allows users to
fix a transformation that has been edited incorrectly. coreldraw

graphics suite x6.5 update 3 will update the initial release of
coreldraw graphics suite x6 update 4 release from 17.0.1291 to

17.1.1294. the new version includes enhancements to the crop tool,
which was included in the coreldraw graphics suite x6.5 as well as a
fix for the “edit” feature of the edit tool, which allows users to fix a
path that has been edited incorrectly. coreldraw graphics suite x6.5

update 4 will update the initial release of coreldraw graphics suite x6
update 4 release from 17.1.0.1294 to 17.2.1297. the new version

includes enhancements to the enhance tool, which was included in
the coreldraw graphics suite x6.5 as well as a fix for the “create”

feature of the create tool, which allows users to choose the format
and appearance of new shapes. coreldraw technical suite x6 service

pack 2 will update the latest release of coreldraw technical suite
(16.4.0.1280) to 16.2.1282. the new version includes several

enhancements to all applications included in the suite and will update
the latest release of xvl studio 3d (cad) corel edition (build july 19,
2013) to version june 18, 2014. coreldraw technical suite x6.4 will

update coreldraw technical suite x6.1, x6.2 or x6.3. the build number
after this update is applied will be 16.4.0.1280. the new version

includes enhancements to coreldraw technical suite x6, as well as
new product features and access to content exclusive to coreldraw

premium members.
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available exclusively to subscribers and
licensees with an active corelsure

maintenance, the coreldraw technical
suite 2024 update 1 (v25.2) brings

enhancements as well as performance
and stability improvements to

coreldraw technical suite june 2024
(v25.3) release. available exclusively to

subscribers and licensees with an
active corelsure maintenance, the

coreldraw technical suite 2025 update
1 (v26.0) brings enhancements as well

as performance and stability
improvements to coreldraw technical
suite december 2025 (v26.1) release.

available exclusively to subscribers and
licensees with an active corelsure

maintenance, the coreldraw technical
suite 2026 update 1 (v27.0) brings

enhancements as well as performance
and stability improvements to

coreldraw technical suite march 2026
(v27.1) release. available exclusively to

subscribers and licensees with an
active corelsure maintenance, the

coreldraw technical suite 2027 update
1 (v27.2) brings enhancements as well
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as performance and stability
improvements to coreldraw technical

suite june 2027 (v27.3) release.
available exclusively to subscribers and

licensees with an active corelsure
maintenance, the coreldraw technical

suite 2028 update 1 (v28.0) brings
enhancements as well as performance

and stability improvements to
coreldraw technical suite december

2028 (v28.1) release. available
exclusively to subscribers and licensees
with an active corelsure maintenance,

the coreldraw technical suite 2029
update 1 (v29.0) brings enhancements

as well as performance and stability
improvements to coreldraw technical

suite june 2029 (v29.1) release.
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